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Sabah Adams, Trinity Bay State High School
Identity weaving – woven photographs on rotating boards
This work investigates cultural diversity, identity and hidden identity. I am
interested in the impact of culture and how it shapes an individual's identity,
with particular interest in the choices we make to reveal our culture or hide
certain aspects of it. The work aims to question whether our culture defines us
or we define our culture. My woven portraits are displayed on rotating boards,
so that the viewer can spin the work to view it at different angles. I am inspired
by the work of Deborah Kelly and Christian Boltanski and similarly hope to
explore identity and self.

Joel Ashby, St Augustine's College (Cairns)
Oneiros – digital images
Throughout the course of my life I have been constantly baffled by the way
dreams can affect me when I wake. Feelings of happiness, sadness, anger,
confusion, euphoria, angst and the like have all waited for me in the days
following a dream. What is a mystery to me, however, is how a dream I
cannot even comprehend can leave me in a particular state of mind. As
such, my artworks look to reflect on the incomprehensible and
uncontrollable nature of dreams.

Thomas Bird, Anglican Church Grammar School
Helix – video
Helix is inspired by a strong sense of place and
our interactions within an urban environment. It is
an expression of my home city, Brisbane. The work displays a 180° view incorporating the heart of
the city over three screens. The video demonstrates how snapshots of time can be perceived from
different perspectives. For some, time can move quickly, for others (and simultaneously) these
moments are slow and can drag. I created a moment where the audience can decide which part of
the composition they occupy. The soundtrack was created by Hugo van Buuren.

Eloise Bullard, Bribie Island State High School
Convergent – ink and watercolour on paper
In long distance relationships, photographs become
paramount. They are physical evidence of a
connection to place and being. Convergent is a
deconstructed photograph of a person I was in a long
distance relationship with. This piece comprises both
realistic and metaphorical representations of ‘place’ through ink on paper. Each image depicts
different aspects of the original photograph, retaining similar structure with the horizon line as the
primary focus. The horizon line in this image is the sole section of reality that remains constant in
our memories and in present time.
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Leroy Button, Cairns State High School
Sense – video
This artwork was produced in response to a conversation
with my grandad. We discussed the significance of our
human senses and how they allow us to experience this astonishing world in which we live. In the
planning process, I developed images to reflect the essence of the five senses. Each shot was
meticulously planned to show everyday moments. Our senses are the governing factors that
connect us, not only to one another, but to the world around us. We use them subconsciously, they
work in perfect sync and it’s only when we lose one that we truly appreciate their power.

Catriya Clarke, St Margaret Mary's College (Hyde Park)
Missing pieces – copper and aluminium foil
Missing pieces speaks about our personal lives and the
journeys we take to find ourselves. There are many options
in our lives which help to determine who we are. One’s
identity can be false or true, and defines our lives through culture, memories, traditions, dreams,
ideology, stereotypes and much more. Our identity is filled with the things that are most important
to us. My dual heritage, Thai and Australian, is referenced in this work through puzzle pieces and
self-portraits. The artwork was inspired by artists who have similarly searched for identity such as
Lin Onus and Pamela Mei-Leng See.

Miranda Collins, Queensland Academy for Creative Industries
Ubiquitous – sculpture
Growing up, I have always been fascinated by the nuances that
distinguish each person. Through studying surrealist art, I've become
increasingly aware of the way in which the experiences of an individual
influence their perspective and, in turn, alter their reality. Ubiquitous
questions the subconscious preconceptions of normality that govern the
human senses, through the deconstruction and placement of mushroom
forms. Together they represent the growth, decay and reformation of
knowledge and stem from an undulating cloud, symbolising the
connection between all people, living in the worlds constructed in their
minds, yet simultaneously coexisting under the same sky.

Kieran Deeth, Emmaus College (Main Street Campus)
Seeing is believing – featherboard, paper and binding cable

The installation was a response to the negative framing of
Islam in the media and its effect on public opinion. I focused
on ‘perspective’ in both senses, which is why the viewer is
positioned to see the main focus of the Muslims through the
prism of the television, regardless of what the broadening
perspectives uncover. In this piece I wanted to challenge
people’s preconceptions on the validity of the media content they consume, and how these
distortions of the truth can dangerously inform mass viewpoints on topics in the absence of truth.
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Riley Dent, Brisbane State High School
The past; the city; loneliness – video
This film is an exploration into the dissonance between a
person’s psyche and their surroundings, portraying the artist’s
world as simultaneously freakish and odd, albeit pleasant and
beautiful. The work is a trip into the thoughts and feelings of
someone who feels a certain anguish towards their situation.
The gold-lit city streets and eerie silences of the suburbs at night
make for a somewhat abstract depiction of familiar settings,
shifting them into something new entirely.

Madeleine Draheim, All Hallows' School (Brisbane)
Confident – watercolour on paper
My watercolour images depict movement of the mouth required to
pronounce certain sounds commonly said and heard by most
people. These specific sounds have greatly undermined my
confidence over the years, as I have an articulation disorder. My
lack of confidence has also attracted constant ridicule and pressure
to have self-confidence, adding to my frustration. The inclusion of
the hands is symbolic of people telling me how to speak.

Max Dunlop, King's Christian College
Diamonds in the rough – digital prints on paper
It is not uncommon to hear people use the phrase,
‘I wish I was born in a different era’, purely for
materialistic reasons. What is often overlooked and
disregarded are the serious cultural and societal
issues that were prevalent within those decades.
My artwork attempts to juxtapose the glamourous
fashion of the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s against the
suffering experienced during World War II, the Civil Rights Movement and the discriminatory
treatment of people.
Hanaka Espie, Trinity Bay State High School
Tea route – found objects, digital print and animation
This work explores the ceremony of tea and is inspired by my
Japanese heritage. A stop motion capture of tea flowing, pooling,
strengthening and weakening is projected onto a still life
symbolising the sharing of this treasured commodity over place
and time. In developing Tea route, I was inspired by John
Wolseley to allow my own version of a tea ceremony to be
absorbed by Canson paper acting as a tatami mat. Discarded
cups with tea leaves frozen in resin act as remnants of the act
and the generations that have shared it with me.
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Molly Evans, St Peters Lutheran College
(Indooroopilly)
Beneath it all – photographs, thread and pen on
canvas
Human uniqueness and similitude — the dichotomy
that exists between the differences and sameness of
human identity. In contrast to those things that make us
unique, Beneath it all explores that which is universal to humankind, regardless of any cultural or
spiritual differences — our basic physiology. While great importance is placed on outward physical
appearance, often used to both distinguish and discriminate, it is sage to remember that visual
beauty is truly ‘only skin deep’. Beneath it all, we are ultimately the same.

Holly Gibson, St Hilda's School (Southport)
Veil – photographs
Veil was created as part of me questioning social expectations. Centred
on reflections around suburbia and connections to body image, it
explores the hidden unconscious, not only on a psychological level, but
also in how this plays out in everyday life. In a culture driven by
demanding social expectations, it is often hard to determine if you are
who you really think you are, or a persona constructed by forces
outside yourself. Photographically, the bedroom curtains are ‘snapped’
in an act of suffocation — I am hidden; my feelings are revealed.

Georgina Harvey, St Hilda's School (Southport)
Insight – digital images
Insight is an installation piece with a strong
psychological context, focusing on the alchemical
link between art and science. The work explores that
liminal space between what we know and what lives
in our psyche; felt in altered states of dream and
hallucination, but remaining mysterious. Water is used as a symbol for creativity, knowledge and
intuition, and also as a reflection of self. The mediated images help to create a sense of
suspended reality — their photographic qualities are disrupted by distortions of water and the
texture created by the surface of the plastic IV bags through which they were taken.

Brooke Houen, Mansfield State High School
All that glitters ... – assemblage and digital collage
A delicate balance between supply and demand
exists in Australia’s biggest export industry, and in
the process, mining is stripping our beautiful country
of its natural resources in order to satisfy short-lived human consumption. Drawing influence from
Kate Shaw's paint-pour works and her social commentary surrounding the interwoven relationship
between industry and environment, All that glitters … presents the same comparison between
human impact and the long-lasting effects of mining on the environment. Using science as a way
to question the preconceived views of society, the juxtaposition of mining equipment and crystals
depict the twin paths of human consumption.
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Elouise Hulme, Corinda State High School
He left carrying crates of his belongings – black ribbon
and crates
The few times I’ve seen him are disjointed by months and
miles. Subsequently my memories of him fade and I fear I
won’t recognise the man in the photos. So I try to stitch
together my memories, make them whole. But they slip
through the holes in the crates. Making the narrative I once
had tainted by him leaving with crates. I don’t remember what
he looks like or what his hugs feel like. I forget what a dad is,
I forget my dad.

Chloe Hunt, Goondiwindi State High School
Pretty dirty – digital images
Women are represented as pretty, the land as
dirty, making a non-literal representation of the
identity of rural women using the oxymoron pretty dirty. Performance photography and digital
manipulation create a metaphorical landscape using ‘pretty’ materials such as lace and paisley
patterns, and dirty materials such as slurry interspersed with landscape imagery. The woman is
the land and the land is the woman. The composition is evocative of a female backbone
symbolising my own experiences as a female in a rural family where women and the important
roles they play in agricultural success are integral to my identity.
Ryley Johnson, Helensvale State High School
Shallow – scratchboard
Shallow is a triptych work that explores the notions of mental health
throughout the scope of evolution. Mental health is constantly related to
a stigma within society, never recognised and always shunned. This
series of work endeavours to break down the social boundaries
associated with mental health, demonstrating the struggles of this illness.
The process of scratching on the black board and gradually revealing the
hidden surfaces was inspired by a personal experience dealing with
post-traumatic stress disorder and its aftermath. Use of technique and
words interwoven into the work provides an insight of the spiralling world
consuming those affected by mental illness.

Lerry Lai, All Saints Anglican School (Merrimac)
2016.02.06. Awakening the buffalo – soot and
collage on paper
This work was motivated by the tragic
catastrophe in my home country only a few
months ago as the school year began. A
massive earthquake demolished the terrain and lives were lost. According to an ancient
Taiwanese folktale, earthquakes are caused by a giant buffalo living under the surface. Many
buildings fell and fire took hold of the city. It is for this reason that I have created these images
using soot — as a trace of the fire. The collage creates the chaos of textures associated with such
piles of rubble as were left by this event.
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Brooke Manning, St Peters Lutheran College (Indooroopilly)
Natural selection – synthetic polymer paint on canvas and card
Our world involves balancing expectations and realities. People
live in their own comfort zones. They want to know other members
of their suburban community, but do not know how to approach
them. This artwork explores the way in which we select people and
dogs as companions and what features make the connection
desirable. This is based on appearance, preconceived notions and
qualities of interaction. The pantone cards are a metaphor for the broader community of the
Greenhill Reservoir, Chapel Hill. It is human nature to gravitate towards different people much like
choosing different colours of paint or a pet.

Jasmine McCullough, Somerville House (South Brisbane)
Lachrymal – ink on watercolour paper
The aim is to express an empty yet relaxed sadness in the
form of tears. My approach to this task was originally playing
around with how ink reacts to water after looking at the work of
artist Ian Friend. The process of this artwork was painting water strokes (alternating between
vertical and horizontal) on the paper and then dropping and placing water lines onto those and
then repeating.

Leehong Morales, Innisfail State College
Wires crossed – wire stitching on paper
I have always been curious with the way our brains perceive the words and
actions of others. Sometimes this leads to over thinking things or jumping
to conclusions. My work Wires crossed is a depiction of miscommunication.
The use of wire is an explicit decision derived from the saying ‘wires
crossed’, something that occurred historically when telephonists manually
connected calls. Wires crossed holds powerful and relevant perceptionbased social concepts which penetrate the seen and unseen fabric of
society, hence I have chosen to stitch through thick paper layers.

Alycia Rubulis, St Andrew's Anglican College
(Peregian Springs)
Lucidity – digital images
Water is a necessity. Not only does it physically nourish
us, it replenishes us mentally. My experience of being
immersed in water creates a state of mental lucidity. The
water isolates me from the sounds and distractions of
the outside world. For a moment, I enter an ethereal
environment where time and movement are slowed,
creating a heightened awareness of self.
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Liliia Samysheva, A B Paterson
College
Escaping from the past –
synthetic polymer and oil on
timber
Escaping from the past is the centring notion of the artwork which has been portrayed through the
metaphorical imagery of body parts. The presence of injuries is symbolic of not only physical, but
also psychological pain, and courage, which are the primary characteristics associated with
forward movement. I’m endeavouring to convey a message of learning from one’s former mistakes
and interpreting those as a guide for future success, not as an ultimate failure. The band-aids on
the heels act as a symbol of both masking pain and healing, and the red thread could be a lifeline.

Olivia Simpson, Redlands College (Wellington Point)
Superiority complex – taxidermy animals, flowers, glass
and gold leaf
Superiority complex addresses the commodification of
animals. Society considers certain animals as an asset; a
way to make money rather than mourning the animal’s
death. Likewise, in death an animal would return to nature
without anyone batting an eyelid, unlike pets or
endangered animals, where many would mourn them. Superiority complex displays this complexity
where we place some animal’s lives over others. Here are two animals that are common and are
not valued, but in their death their bodies have been enhanced as if they were precious. ‘All
animals are equal, but some are more equal than others.’ (Orwell)

Isabella Stewart, Siena Catholic College
Manic morphology – digital prints and
gold leaf
My photographic self-portraits illustrate
the battle of people living with anxiety,
including myself. My glazed lifeless stare
implies the mask that I wear to hide my
struggling psychological state and memories of lifelong feelings of mania compressed within my
mind. The diminished emotions portrayed on my face are a form of detachment. The digitally
manipulated images reflect what is going on behind the adorned façade. These are my layers of
concealment.

Alicia Tauariki, Runcorn State High School
Caution … it's a prickly situation –
ceramic items, ink, watercolour and plants
It started when I was a child. I was born into
a world where I heard only half of what was
said. My artwork represents my ten-year
struggle with hearing loss. Ear infections as a child led to surgical insertion of grommets, which
failed. Further operations to patch a hole in my middle ear also failed. Three more operations were
needed. Finally, an opportunity to wear a hearing aid assisted my impairment, but hearing still
remains a prickly situation. The pain, frustration, vulnerability, worthlessness and hope that I had to
accept along the journey are depicted in this work.
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Sam Watson, Centenary Heights State High School
Childhood – photographs
In this artwork I explored the concept of personal
identity by photographing my younger brother at
leisure and play in his familiar environment. My
inspiration came from a poem my brother wrote about his mind, the vastness of his thought and
imagination. I believe these artworks capture the imagery within this poem.
Georgia Whiteway, Maryborough State High School
Is perception a reality? – resin, glue and perspex
Although we are all human and have similar
connections, we have our own individual identity.
Despite perceptions, our identity remains unique and
differentiated. This artwork seeks to explore the
concept of connections through a fragmented image
that sits behind the translucent panels. The faces
align with the identity of the fingerprints, thus depicting no subtle differences in a mass crowd.
When you approach the artwork, the finger prints look the same, but as you move closer they
show their unique form. The perception of the work changes as the viewer questions the reality of
each unique fingerprint.

Annabelle Wood, Corinda State High School
Thorns – charcoal and paint on paper
Thorns depicts a sinister setting, communicating
fragments of a nightmare that haunted my
childhood. This artwork exploits texture to
symbolise discomfort, as the torn mixed media is
layered roughly. A monochromatic colour
scheme is used to express an emotion of
hopelessness as the nightmare consisted of thorned vines that would pull me into darkness. Yet as
I matured, these dreams recurred less often, and eventually stopped altogether. This is shown
through the graduation in tone from right to left as the memory fades.

Jarek Yan, Stretton State College
Extraordinary in the ordinary – animation
Jimmy was watching TV at night. He became bored
and fell asleep, only to be woken up by the screen
saver which reflected the scenery of outer space.
Jimmy was enamoured by the vast stars. Real life
wasn’t easy. To visit the magnificence of space he
must spend his life studying unappealing subjects.
One day he was sitting in his bedroom studying and
envying the neighbour’s telescope. Daydreaming, he looked through his hollow pen. The view in
the pen created its own solar system. He was inspired by how the extraordinary can be found
within the ordinary.
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Sammi Zaleski, Kelvin Grove State College
Switch – digital images on canvas
This artwork is based on the emotional stages
and decisions in a person’s life. Switch identifies
the change between the dark and light sides of
life. This series focuses on loss. Loss is a
significant part of life and it influences the
choices a person must make. People experience
loss every day. Within the work the interconnecting photograms blend to visually represent the flow
of emotions involved in loss. Switch depicts both the ugly and beautiful parts of this transition
period. The beauty lies in the choice after loss and the switch that takes place.

The views expressed in this catalogue are solely those of the artists and not those of the
Department of Education and Training nor the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art.
Due to size limitations, some images in this catalogue are only part of the work.
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